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Making feed silage for cattle for winter feed is a well-known and thoroughly researched process, with known quality parameters.  In 
spite of this, spoilage can sometimes occur, mainly through unwanted aerobic fermentation.  Spoiling results in lower feeding value 
(low range), or silage being unusable (high range)

Early detection of spoiling is mainly via an increase and sustaining a high temperature, with feeding value degradation at 
temperatures exceeding 30C

Methodology:  A novel IoT based system within a normal farming silage stack monitors the temperatures

Phase 1:  Single temperature rods (with the sensor at 1-, 1.5-, 2- and 2.5 meters) was inserted into two silage stacks. Aim was to 
gather information on optimal spacing, and general behaviour.  (October 2019, three months after harvest).  

Phase 2:  Fifteen rods with four sensors each (total length 3 meters) were inserted in Äijälä silage stack (June 2020, one day after 

harvest), with spacings as determined in Phase 1.  

Research Question:  Can we monitor a silage stack at a given number of locations, and then determine the likelihood and location 
of spoiling?

Results and Data:
• Learning from the implementation of the rods in the silage stacks, and 
• progressing the 3D model.

Background

Farms:  HAMK Organic Farm – Mustiala, privately owned farm at Äijälä.





Phase 1:  Learning from the implementation of the rods

We learned three main lessons from this phase:
• Implementation - Measurement technique and data 

interpretation

• Influence and causal links with environmental parameters - 
The importance of blending data

Nothing 
Happened!!



Phase 2:  Learning from the implementation of the rods 

The main lessons from this phase:
• We learned what limited and localised spoiling looks like

• Weather may have an important role in localised spoiling, 
especially when the stack is young

• Weather events combined with installation issues in the 
stack contributes to special conditions



• Silage covering plays a role (hay on top of the plastic layers)

Hottest spots associated with less hay cover

Bird damage 

Installation Issues

• Other issues:
• Bird damage to plastic covers 
• Installation (foam adhering to tubing)
• Swamping

Swamping

Phase 2 : Learning from the implementation of the rods 



Design, implementation and progressing the 3D model

- 3D temperature distribution is solved using MATLAB
- silage has homogenous and isotropic temperature conductivity 0.0461 and the silage 9.3 x 24.8 x 2.5 (m) is 
insulated (as suggested by phase I results)
- forward modelling is used to estimate efficient distribution of temperature sensors

Fig 1:  Simulation of 1 m3 mass of hay spoiling in temperature 
55 deg C



Design, implementation and progressing the 3D model

The temperature distribution within the volume based on conductivity only (= a snapshot in time). A clear rise in 
temperature compared with background temperature is seen in light blue / cyan colour contours.



Design, implementation and progressing the 3D model

Suggested rod placement to enable reliable detection of the 1 m3 spoiling mass



Conclusions

• There are no causal links between environmental conditions and observed silage spoiling in a well packed 
and sealed silage stack, but blended environmental 

• Temperature monitoring can indicate water ingress during rain events (important for conditions where 
pooling is 

• Determined the optimal spacing of temperature rods (initially estimates and confirmed by 3D modelling)

• Some localised spoiling caused by access to oxygen has been observed, and the spoiling is contained and 
localised to the site oxygen supplying site.



Questions?



Data is available
Phase 1:  (Single sensor rods, static, no updates)
Mustiala Data Integrated with Environmental data:
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/v6YbGMcviyxhKuEXIS8LHQWmSH0oKLNbtD88VdNd?org_slug=default

Äijälä Data Integrated with Environmental data:
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/hfS07F8PdpuVz1a39Ut65MFo94xLNjgjNiV3kTLJ?org_slug=default

Comparison between Äijälä and Mustiala data 
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/IBtWlMjXY6udYlofU4tHZYSzZfqolx8vV3NF1iMY?org_slug=default

Phase 2: (3D rods, updated approximately once a week)
Detail on special cases:  
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/wJNkzjudq6KYkTDeki78DWCDI7Df00smbGB1nFwn?org_slug=default

Daily 3D Rod data: 
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/LJlHj7ssrA5jgeGoJqmSiPMwoNeIJ9bvQO21bFrD?org_slug=default

Phase 2:  Comparison between rods
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/Jqk44NPjbCSyHTig2RL60GkRtUmznsqMxcUtwWiD?org_slug=default

http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/v6YbGMcviyxhKuEXIS8LHQWmSH0oKLNbtD88VdNd?org_slug=default
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/hfS07F8PdpuVz1a39Ut65MFo94xLNjgjNiV3kTLJ?org_slug=default
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/IBtWlMjXY6udYlofU4tHZYSzZfqolx8vV3NF1iMY?org_slug=default
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/wJNkzjudq6KYkTDeki78DWCDI7Df00smbGB1nFwn?org_slug=default
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/LJlHj7ssrA5jgeGoJqmSiPMwoNeIJ9bvQO21bFrD?org_slug=default
http://35.236.17.163/public/dashboards/Jqk44NPjbCSyHTig2RL60GkRtUmznsqMxcUtwWiD?org_slug=default


Quantisation of measurements Comparison between S0 and S1

Installation too shallow
Water ingress to S2 level, but no 

spoiling
No relationship between spoiling 

and rain events

Weak relationship between Air 
Temperature and Spoiling



“Bumps” caused by quantization of the measurement values, so it does not reflect real changes in the temperature. It can 
be considered as a pattern within accuracy tolerance, and the real temperature must be interpolated across the bumps.

Back



Comparative Temperatures at S1 (Phase 2)

Comparative Temperatures at S2 (Phase 2)

S0

S1

S2

S4

Comparison between S0 and S1 sensor data
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Impact of a too shallow installation – S1 related to air temperature but no spoiling (Phase 2)
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Water ingress (down to S2) but no spoiling (Phase 2)
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No apparent relationship between silage spoiling and rain events (Phase 2)
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Weak relationship between silage spoiling and air temperature (Phase 2)
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